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A brand-new action RPG developed by Gravity
Corp. and published by NIS America, “Elder
Scrolls V: Skyrim” featured the popular Skyrim
world with characters and conditions that have
been remodeled and updated. “Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim Special Edition” has been enhanced with
improved graphics and voice acting, as well as
new features. * The resolution and aspect ratio
of the game screen have been changed from its
original format. * Of the three pieces of DLC
that originally shipped with the game, only
Skyrim Workshop is included with the game. *
“Outlaw” has been implemented as a new
weapon in the game. * “Warrior” has been
implemented as a new weapon in the game. *
New sub-weapon, “Maces of Skyrim”, has been
implemented as a new weapon in the game. *
New skill, “Blood Magic”, has been implemented
in the game. * Two new maps, “Amon’s
Sanctuary” and “Barrow-Down Pass”, have been
implemented in the game. * A new quest line,
“The Dourmo Reckoning”, has been
implemented in the game. * Two new weapons,
“Dagger” and “Longsword”, have been added
as new sub-weapons of “Warrior” and “Fell
Hammer”, respectively. * New outfits,
“Warmane Outfit”, “Serpentine Outfit”, and
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“Corazon Outfit”, have been added as new
weapon costumes of “Warrior”, “Sorcerer”, and
“Paladin”, respectively. * “Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim” has been re-released for PS3, Xbox
360, and PS4. * “Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Special
Edition” will be re-released for PS4 and Xbox
One in July 2019. KEY FEATURES • The Evolution
of the Dungeons An ongoing development
process brought unique dungeons that were all
previously seen, such as: • The “Oath Stone” –
An ancient, rectangular stone that takes three
days to complete the ritual to create the Oath
Stone. • The “Molag Bal” – This huge, rock-roof

Elden Ring Features Key:
Play your friends’ friends who have an access token
Actively participate in battles in real time
Play offline with friends in the new offline battles mode
Share your progress through social networks
A world full of surprises, danger, and excitement
Develop your character to your heart’s content with various combinations of armor, weapons, and
magic

* The new Fantasy Action RPG is still in development, and while we are at present increasing the number of
monsters to bring the higher grade of battles to your hands, we are looking forward to implementing
various contents such as the exciting battle system, and new refinements in the future. For the detailed
situation including the major contents that are planned to be implemented, please wait with anticipation for
our further progress.
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